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From the Editor’s Desk

16 Sessions Complete!

Hello!

New Session delivery mechanisms

Welcome to the second edition of the SfS newsletter.

o
o
o
o

We are excited to have you all join us again after an enjoyable fun-filled
festive Winter break! We hope you’re back bubbling with ideas and with
more confidence than ever, are looking to make a positive impact and
most importantly, have an unforgettable experience.

Tale Spin!
o Children introduced to the world of

Together, we’ve all gone through a lot of transformation, and with each
change, we’ve learnt something new. Of course, there is a long way to
go, but all we have learnt has helped us improve, and become more
confident, effective and innovative.

Flash cards
Show-and-Tell in action
Quiz groups
Hands on Activity with touch and feel
experiments
o 20 Questions methodology

Amar Chitra Katha and Jataka tales!
o For Students of National Public
School, Koramangala

We will be highlighting some of your experiences and the milestones
crossed in this quarter, some important information you need to know,
as well as useful tips for your classroom time.

Towards A Green Education
o Notebook making competition and

Please share with us anything you would like us to highlight in the next
newsletter.

Reorientation session

school visit at NPSK

o Chrysalis High’s first paper collection
drive conducted
o

Happy Reading!

- Team SfS

Reach us at: hello@sfs.org.in

*Look for these helping hands!

“The smallest act of kindness is worth more than
the grandest intention” – Oscar Wilde
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A peek inside the sessions,
thus far…

Highlights
A round-up of the month that was. Catch the action, as it happens.

Meet the SfS Team

Science

Go behind the scenes; get to know the team that makes it happen!

Water Cycle
Parts of Plants
Animal Habitats
Plant adaptation
Vision – Depth Perception
Measurement
Food Chain
Sound

Know our Partner Schools: Sishu Griha
In this section, we introduce our partners and highlight their mission.

Impressions from Govt Lower Primary School
Hear from our Participant school, the Principal of the GLPS, Annasandrapalya

Gurukool
Meet some of the teachers who inspire us!

Coming up next…
A glimpse of the next few weeks…

How can you help?
Do you believe in our cause? We need you. Here’s how you can help us succeed and
grow…

What’s up Next?
ü Session 7 with NPSK and Government Lower Primary School,
Annasandrapalya
ü Session 11 with Sishu Griha and BGMS Sishukunj
ü Re-orientation and Skill building session with NPSK students

Hear Ye!

Maths
Place Value
Odd/Even Numbers
Carryover/Borrowing
Fact Families
Complements
Asc/Descending Order
Multiplication
Division

I signed up to join SfS as I thought it would be a great opportunity to learn, as the kids who we meet there are more experienced with the
real world than we are; we learn from them as well as they learn from us. My experience with SfS has been way more exciting than I
expected. The program teaches us things that even our school does not have time to teach, such as creative thinking, creative problem
solving etc. I hope to develop these skills, learn more skills of this type, and continue to enjoy the program like I have for the past few
sessions.
Vaishnavi Bhaskar, Class 7, NPSK

The moment my teacher told me about helping underprivileged children and teaching them two of my favourite subjects, I was all in. I
loved teaching, which also prompted me to do this program. Well, it's been a blast! With all the children calling me their brother and few
them teaching me a few tricks of their own, I have always been enthusiastic about the time I spend with my dear students. There has
obviously been some fighting and out of control moments, but nothing can never be easy. As I know the local language, communication
was never a problem and the kids always understood what I taught them. I also found out that all the kids were bright light bulbs without
the electricity.

Abhishek Noronha, Class 7 NPSK

I was very happy and anxious the first time I went to SfS. I was going to meet new children, and probably, even they were curious to meet
us. As my friends and I entered, a few children were hiding behind the door. In later sessions, they would be the most talkative children
there! The mentors in SfS are every encouraging and it’s great fun learning with the younger children. We also learn a lot from them. For
example, my Kannada vocabulary has increased, while the children had fun watching us struggle with Kannada. I used to think that
children from Government schools did not study well. After visiting Shishukunj through SfS, I understood that they are quite smart. In fact,
I learnt from them how to play and innovate creative toys from things one gets everywhere, like stones.

Pradnya Rajalakshmi, Class 7 Sishu Griha
My first day at Sishukunj… to be taught is one thing but to teach is entirely different! The night before, I sat up learning and relearning the
different things to be taught. The next day, clad in a pair of jeans and T-shirt, off I was. On reaching the school, within minutes the ice was
broken and rapport was built. What followed thereafter was an enjoyable and enriching experience. When we were leaving they asked me
to autograph their palms! They were keen to know when we would return, this affection showered truly struck a chord... their smiles was
worth a thousand words.
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Rishab Devaiah, Class 9 Sishu Griha
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Meet Our
Partner Schools
Sishu Griha
Montessori & High School
Sishu Griha Montessori and High School, which started as a fledgling institution in the year 1978 as a
pure Montessori school with just 6 students, holds a place of pride in Bangalore today as one of the
few institutions that has affected a paradigm shift from teacher-centred education to child-centred
education. They were one of the pioneers in setting up the Montessori system of education for schools
across Bangalore. The goal of the school lies in helping the scores of children who enter their portals
every year to metamorphose into confident and enlightened citizens of tomorrow. Their
motto “Thamosoma Jyothir Gamaya” best explains this intention. They aim at creating an ambience
that will foster a relationship of trust, love and understanding between the teaching fraternity and
children and in turn, our community. The teachers here are easily approachable and are fondly
addressed as ‘aunties’ by the students.

Gurukool

Renu Varghese adorns the roles of High School Coordinator and
Chemistry teacher at Sishu Griha with ease & panache. She is a
teacher with a couple of decades of experience and still evolves
her style continuously with the new generations of students. She
holds dear the words from Aristotle - “Educating the mind without
educating the heart is no education at all”- and applies this
dictum in her daily life as a teacher. In her own words, “As a
teacher, I operate at two levels – on one level, I teach to foster a
healthy mind in my students – and on the other, I teach to enrich
their knowledge. A student is an individual waiting to take their
place in the community and it is the responsibility of the teacher
to help the student realize their potential to make the world of
tomorrow a better place.”
Recognizing young adolescent students as idealistic individuals,
she deals with them straight. Hypocrisy & inconsistency, she
believes, can only results in loss of respect for the teacher.

Student
Speak

Renu affirms the core of the SfS strategy which relies on the
power of students and their ability to help uplift their younger
brethren who do not enjoy the same opportunities as they do.
SfS is proud to be associated with a teacher of her calibre and
mettle and hope that she will continue to help mold the next
generation of students, turning them out as responsible citizens of
this world.

“Renu aunty is very particular about things; sweet, strict and perfect. She is systematic about her meetings and classes”

“Renu aunty loves teaching and is approachable for all sorts of problems, and she listens & helps solve them with her whole
heart”
“Renu Aunty is very purposeful. She does not give up on a task until it is completed with the utmost care”
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GLPS
The Government Kannada Lower Primary School in Annasandrapalya has been in the news recently, and for
very good reasons. The school was one among 172 across the nation chosen as the winner of the “Swachh
Vidyalaya Puraskar” for 2016-17. The SfS team sat down recently with Dr. Obalappa, the Headmaster of the
school to get his feedback on the engagement with SfS.
In talking to Dr. Obalappa, it is evident that he takes his responsibilities seriously and approaches his job with
the utmost dedication and commitment. His diligence is evidenced in the many accolades that has been
bestowed on this school, tucked away behind a quiet temple on a busy road in Annasandrapalya, Bangalore.
The school caters to children from poor and migrant labourer families that fall below the poverty line. They
originate from different parts of India and speak different languages. Given the migratory nature of their
families’ work, the children suffer from irregularity of attendance, high dropout rates from schools and illiteracy.
Dr. Obalappa, on hearing about SfS, had asked the team to run the program in his school and has been very
helpful in getting this off to a roaring start. Over 60 students from Classes 3 & 4 have participated so far in 5
sessions conducted in the school premises. According to the headmaster, the interactive learning through
games during the SfS sessions has had a positive impact on the children. It also helps that individual attention is
given to every student in a group and no child feels left out, with the higher-class students explaining concepts
in as many languages as they can speak. The teachers here have noticed that the children have become less
hesitant as their confidence is on the rise. Saturdays have become fun-filled days for them, and they look
forward to attending the sessions with eagerness.

Team SfS

The headmaster expressed his wish to have the SfS team visit every week and engage with the young ones. He
also requested for English to be introduced as a subject by itself, in addition to the current focus on science &
maths. Signing off from the conversation, we can only wish that more teachers were as committed to their
vocation, and help bring about positive changes in the lives of their wards.

Preetha Radhakrishnan, Mentor, SfS
Preetha is a Montessori trained teacher and has been working with children of different ages and
backgrounds over several years.
She constantly endeavours to create effective methods of interacting with children and
thoroughly enjoys doing so. She is thrilled at the opportunity to make a difference, and at the
learning that will come from being a part of SfS.

Our Team
Directors
Anitha Iyer
Niraj Sahay
Pradeepa V
Cammie Vallepalli
Chethana Konethotha
Auditors
Abhinav Khemka

Our Mentors
Rama Voruganti
Preetha Radhakrishnan

Student Volunteers
Aniruddha Voruganti
Nishant Panicker
Stanislaw Nowak
India Barret
Vivek Vaidya

Our continued “Thank You!”
to
Ms. Jyotsna Nair
Ms. Sujatha Mohandas
Mrs. Vijaya Kutty
Ms. Aparna Dinesh
Mr. Dipak Shah
Dr. Pooja Obalappa
Ms. Soundarya

Got a few moments to spare? There are many ways that you can help. Visit www.sfs.org.in/volunteer
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